Simple Hashing for Core Point and Minutiae Based Fingerprint Identification
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Abstract—There are many existing direct access method for fingerprint identification. A simple direct accessing method design to observe reducing number of matching that can be performed. With this simple hashing, we expect not only number of matching will be reduced, but also reduce complexity of hash function. This method design based minutiae, as local level component, and core point, which is global level component as reference point. The result is, there will always be a collision in this method, but as long as stored fingerprint distribution good, performance, speed and accuracy, will be good either.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fingerprint is one of biometric elements that are widely used. Fingerprint has been used for systems which provide community service, e.g. e-KTP (Indonesia), IAFIS (FBI, America), CCRTIS (Canada), etc. That system would need very large storage to store fingerprints data. In this case, sequential based identification method requires system to perform matching for every single fingerprint in database.

Fingerprint matching is a complex mechanism that involves a lot of components and uses some complex procedure in computation. Sequential method which complexity is O(n) is not reliable anymore for identification in large scale fingerprint storage. In this case, there is a need to design a direct access method to reduce the number of matching performed. In this research, we design a simple way for fingerprint mapping.

There are some steps in fingerprint recognition, which include image processing, file organization, and matching. Focus of this research is file organization, which included fingerprint distribution and some factor that affect fingerprint distribution. Fingerprint matching only used for support designed access method.

In the second section, there is some related work to this research, included fingerprint components, fingerprint matching, and previous fingerprint identification method. Design of hashing method is elaborated in third section. Testing steps, testing results, and results analysis is written in fourth section and fifth section. In the last section, there is the conclusion of this research.

II. RELATED WORK

Some correlated theory is needed to design hashing for fingerprint identification, included direct access method, fingerprint components, and existing direct access methods.

Direct Access Method

Direct access method is an alternative for inefficient problem that perform in sequential method. In identification, sequential search all object to get some information which related to input, which is not efficient for system [1]. Direct access has some clue for location of retrieved information which means there is no need to search every single object in storage anymore. Direct access complexity in identification is up to O(x)[2].

There is some type of direct access method, but hashing, indexing and direct addressing are the popular one. Direct access can be grouped into unique value and the type which can have similar value. Indexing and direct addressing are the type that can be grouped into unique value. This type has unique value for every single input. But, in hashing two or more can mapping into similar value (collision). This design tolerance the collision of data which make hashing decided to be designed access method. Hashing store data into some bucket based on hash value which calculate using a function called hash function.

Fingerprint Components

Proposes hashing is using some component which occurred in every fingerprint. There are three levels of component in fingerprint, which is global level, local level, and very local level component[3]. Global level is the component that represents the whole fingerprint image. Singular area and core point is the two components in fingerprint. In a fingerprint, more than one singular area may be detected, but there is only (maximum) one core point detected, as shown in figure 1.

There is only one component that occurs in local level component, which called as minutiae. Definition of minutiae is an ending of a ridge pattern. Based on Galton’s classification, there are six types of minutiae, but ridge ending and bifurcation are the more often minutiae that using for fingerprint recognition.
Very local fingerprint component can only be identified from image with quality minimum 1000 dpi. That fact makes identification method which is used this component needs large storage for fingerprint. That makes identification based on fingerprint components in this level only developed for experimental needs.

From the fact in the previous paragraph, we can conclude that we will not design hashing based on very local component, so the candidates only global level and local level component. But, hashing based global level do not has significant access time difference to sequential method because left loop, right loop, and whorl have 30% of fingerprint population each [4]. In conclusion, we will used minutiae as the main components that is used in designed hashing.

Existing Fingerprint Identification Method Using Direct Access

There is some research which design a direct access method for fingerprint identification. One of them is triplet based indexing method proposed by BirBhanu and Xuejun Tan [5]. That method is using three minutiae for calculating index value for fingerprint. Feature used in indexing is single, direction, minutiae type, and maximum side from triplet. The result shown that, proposed method has good performance as the effect of reducing number of matching candidate.

In the other hand, there is another indexing method proposed by Jianjiang Feng and Annie Cai [6]. Proposed indexing based on minutiae and ridges around minutiae. There is a lot of information that contained in this method which makes accuracy very well, but this effect bad access time for identification.

III. HASHING FOR CORE POINT AND MINUTIAE BASED FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION

In this previous section, explained about existing direct access methods. There is a lot of method which is used complicated way for fingerprint mapping. In this research, we want to apply a simple approach for fingerprint mapping, so we can observe numbers of matching reduction using this approach. Fingerprint distribution will be the most important thing to observe for predicting reduction number.

As shown in figure 2, for storing fingerprint, system must receive information about used component from extraction process. After that, hash value calculating to decide destination bucket for storage. Hash value calculated using selected components, but every single components extracted is stored into destination bucket.

Figure 3 show that, there are two different mechanism in designed fingerprint identification method. First mechanism is hashing mechanism which using only selected components to calculate hash value for decide destination bucket. If destination bucket exists, second mechanism, which is matching mechanism, is used for searching every single fingerprint in destination bucket. Matching mechanism need more detail information, so this mechanism not only using selected components, but also every single component extracted. If fingerprint found in the bucket, then information about fingerprint and fingerprint owner is shown.

In second section written that the main fingerprint component used for design hash function is minutiae. But, for tolerance translation and rotation a reference point needed. Core point decided to be reference point for fingerprint, which make design hashing based on two components, minutiae and core point. Figure 4 show illustration of designed hash function.
For calculate hash function core point and minutiae position is needed. Area with radius \( r \) from core point is marked as function area \( f \). Then, the distance from core point \( c \) to every single minutiae \( m_i \) in area \( f \) accumulated. Designed hash function is very simple if compared to indexing method in the second section. Hash function shown using equation 1.

\[
hv = \sum_{i=1}^{m} d_i, \text{untuk setiap} d_i \leq r \quad (\text{eq. 1})
\]

Matching mechanism use complete minutiae extraction result. Matching design using geometric approach, especially minutiae distance. In matching two fingerprint, fingerprint with more minutiae number become the reference \( F_1 \) and the other called \( F_2 \). \( N \) random minutiae selected from \( F_b \). Every \( f_a \) is compared with every minutiae \( f_b \) in \( F_2 \) which is calculating using the number of simultaneous matched minutiae distance \( R \). Find nearest minutiae from \( f_a, c_a, \) and nearest minutiae from \( f_b, c_b, \) then compare their types and distances. If pair of \( f_a, c_a \) match with pair of \( f_b, c_b, \) then find nearest minutiae from \( f_a, c_a, \) and \( f_b, c_b, \) for next comparison. Match rate \( R \) is add for every matched pair of minutiae which comparison start from \( f_a, c_a, \) and \( f_b, c_b, \). If match rate reach the minimum rate, \( R_{\text{min}} \), than \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) match. Here is the pseudocode for matching mechanism.

```java
while (not match and not end of fB and rate<minRate)
{
    fb = fB[0];
    ca = fa; cb = fb;
    if (matchtype(ra, rb) and matchtype(ca, cb)
        and matchdistance(ra,rb,ca,cb))
        
        match = true;
        ++rate;
    repeat
        ra = ca; rb= cb;
        ca = nearestminutiae(ra);
        cb = nearestminutiae(rb);
        if (matchtype(ra, rb)
            and matchdistance(ra,rb,ca,cb))
            
            ++rate;
            match=true;
        }else
        
        match = false;
        rate = 0;
    }until(notmatch and finished(fb) and
    rate>=minRate)
}++fb;
fa = fa + addnumber;
```

IV. TESTING

Testing use fingerprint from FVC 2000 db1_a[7] and FVC 2002 db3_a[8] which resolution is 300x300 pixel. Minutiae extract (only bifurcation) from DatabaseAnalyzermodul in SourceAFIS[9]. Core point extract from ortcorepoint[10]. For feature transformation, which used for identification data test, we make generator for transformation of an extraction result.

Designed method is tested using software which built for testing purpose, called FHIS (Fingerprint Hashing for Identification Simulator). Here is some observed object in testing:

a. Distribution of stored fingerprint and some factor that affect fingerprint distribution, included radius of hash function area and number of feature in hash value.

b. Method performance, included accuracy, which means tolerance factors, and number of matching process. Performance will be observed during identification process.
V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Distribution of Stored Fingerprint

In this subsection, analysed effect from some factors, radius value, number of variable used as hash value, and fingerprint’s characteristic, to the distribution of stored fingerprint.

Table 1 shows the radius effect to fingerprint distribution. In choosing radius value, there is a need to take most minimum value possible because that will increase the tolerance for fingerprint modification (transformation) in identification input. For the first try, 10 pixel is used as radius value for hash function area. But there is a problem, a lot of fingerprints are mapped into 0 bucket, which means many fingerprints don’t have any minutiae in hash value area. After the second try with radius 20 pixel do not give a good enough data distribution, an analysis is done for the test set. Data set analysis result shown that average of minimum distance minutiae to core point in fingerprint is from 30’s to 40’s pixel. To minimize collision in 0 bucket, then, radius 50 pixel is used and the result for fingerprint distribution is good enough. There are only 26.4% fingerprints that are saved into existing bucket.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Radius of Hash Function Area</th>
<th>Percentage hash function area from whole fingerprint image</th>
<th>Fingerprint distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 Pixel</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>There are many fingerprints in bucket with hash value 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Pixel</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>Less collision in 0 bucket, but the numbers are still many.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Pixel (After fingerprint position analysing)</td>
<td>4.36%</td>
<td>Distribution is good. Only 4 maximum fingerprint in a bucket (2% from data test), which is in 0 bucket and -1 bucket (no core point bucket)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In data set, distance from nearest minutiae to core point further than the distance between minutiae (bifurcation). So, if one of bifurcation is used as reference point, there is a chance that area hash function is smaller.

B. Performance of Simple Hashing

From observing identification process, the result is number of matching in identification process depends on stored fingerprint distribution. For example, identification in hashing using radius 50 pixel, which is much better than hashing using radius 10 pixel.

For better accuracy, after get the hash value from input fingerprint, there is a need to check + n bucket around the exact bucket. Based on testing result, n value is 5 pixel which around 1.8% from hash value range of data test. This make number of matching increase into 3 to 5 times bigger. Tolerance n is given from estimation of average minutiae selected in calculation of hash value, because error occurs from the rounding off in distance calculation.

Scaling is not tolerance in this method. But, translation and rotation is accepted as long as hash value area is not damaged.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Simple hashing can be used to reduce number of matching in identification. But, some factors that affect distribution of stored fingerprint must be estimate carefully to get the maximum performance. In identification there is some error tolerance that must be given to select identification candidate for matching.
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